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if you want to convert many different file formats at once in just one click
this tool is your best friend. this is an archive manager, it offers every
possible functionality: you can decompress, compress, encrypt, encrypt
files, extract, merge, etc. it supports many popular file formats (pcl, rar,
exe, iso, cdr, mp3, jpeg, gif, tif, psd, zip, tar, rar, zip, pdf, doc, xls, csv,
exe, msg, ppt, ts, html, txt, pdb, swf, lit, and so on) all these file types.
you can add powerful sorting options, and even perform special actions
on selected files. the files aligner, 7z extractor and internet archive
extractor are three of the best tools to convert multiple file formats in a
click, whilst the optical character recognition (ocr) function enables you
to automatically scan and then ocr (converts text from images) files. this
is a perfect solution when you need to convert many different file formats
in just one click without worrying about file names or extensions. this tool
facilitates quick and complete scanning of adobe files. it offers clean and
simple interfaces for the complete scanning process and can be used not
only for adobe but also for many other formats such as jpeg, tif, tga,
bmp, jpg, gif, psd, png, eps, ppt, msds, rtf, ppt, zip, doc, xls, pdf, csv,
eps, hds, html, ppt, zip, and txt. it can be used with a variety of cameras
to improve the speed of the scanning process and also removes
unwanted bumps, adhesions, unwanted beads, dust, etc. from the
scanned documents.
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